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Specific heat, thermal expansion and electrical resistivity measure-
ments on PrB6 single crystals show that there are two low tempera-
ture phase transitions at 6. 9 K and 4. 2 K, respectively, the latter
temperature varying somewhatamong different crystals. Neutron
diffraction measurementswere made on both single and polycrystal-
line samples of PrB6. The neutron data indicate a spontaneous in-
commensurate magnetic ordering at 6. 9 K with 0 = (0. 23, 0. 23,
0. 5) 21T/a0. At 4. 2 K a commensurate magnetic phase is seenwith
0 (0. 25, 0. 25, 0. 5) ZTT/a0 coexisting with the incommensurate phase
At 1.74 1<, only the commensurate phase remains. A model is pro-
posedfor the commensurate antiferromagnetic structure and a pro-
file analysis basedon that model yields a magnetic moment of
1.77 Bohr magnetonsper praseodymium ion at 1.74 K.

I. Introduction data points is not sufficiently fine to distinguish
any structure in the data.

At the present time the magnetic properties Measurements of the low temperature
of the rare earth hexaborides are not complete- thermal expansionof single crystal PrB6 which
ly determined or understood. These materials are reported below gave the first clear indica-
have a cubic crystal structure that can be de- tion of two low temperature phasetransitions at
scribed as CeCI type with a rare earth ion at 4 K ~nd 7 K, respectively. Subsequentelectri-
each cube corner and a boron octahedronat the cal resistivity and specific heat measurements
body center. X-ray measurements

1have shown confirmed this. The neutron scattering incas-
the lattice parameter of PrB

6 to be 4. 133 A at urements reported here were undertakento
room temperature. examine these magnetic phasesof Pr136 and to

Previously only one magnetic transition has determine the specific ordering of the Pr
3+

been reported for PrB
6. Basedon resistivity moments.

and susceptibility measurements, Matthias et
al.

2 reported antiferromagnetic ordering below II. Experimental Procedure
7 K. Hacker et al.3 reported Curie-Weiss be-
havior above 100 K with a moment of 3. 64 ~ B A. Specific Heat
and 0 = -41 K. and a N~e1temperature of
8.3 K. Lee et al.1 reported a very sharp anom- The sample material used for specific heat
aly in the specific heat corresponding to a tran- measurementsconsisted of an assembly of 23
sition at 6. 9 K. A close examination of this small crystallites with a total mass of 190 mil-
data below 5 K reveals possibly significant dev- ligrams. These crystals were grown using a
iations between the experimental points and a mnolten aluminum flux method.
smoothly fitted curve, although the mesh of Measurementswere made in a He4 cryo-

5Researchsupported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. DMR77-08469.
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stat using a differential heating technique with the wavevectors associated with these intensities~
a calibrated germanium thermometer in a man- These measurements were made on a triple axis

ncr similar to that discussed earlier.
4 No cx- instrument. 3XE, at MURR which was operated

change gas was used. The precision of the in the constant energy elastic made, AE = 0.
measurements, based on run to run repeata- Monochromator and analyzer crystals were
bility for pure copper, is estimated to be 0. 5%. both Cu(200) and yielded a beam of 1.066 A
Due to the small size of the sample the accu- neutrons on the sample with a flux of 6 x io6
racy of the measurementsreported here is esti- neutrons/cm2/sec.
mtted to be near ± 2%.

Ill. Results
B. Electrical Resistivity and Thermal

Expansion A. Specific Heat

The electrical resistivity was measuredby Figure 1 shows the measured specific heat
a conventional 4-probe method at 220 Hz. Elec- of Pr3

6 as a function of temperature in the
trical contact to the single crystal was made via range 1.7 K to 15 K. The prominent features
spot-welded 0.002 Pt wire. The temperature are the large peak at 6.89 ±0.05K for which
of the lower anomaly in the resistivity varied the peak value of C was 81.6 Joule/mole-K and
from crystal to crystal. We believe this varia- a much smaller, but nevertheless distinct, peak
tion is due to extreme strain sensitivity of the at 4.22 ±0.05K. The larger peak can be identi-
lower transition, and this sensitivity requires fied with the N~eltemperature and was reported
that care be taken to attach the leads using as earlier by Lee. I However, this peak is found
small a discharge as possible. to be much higher and sharper in the present

The thermal expansionmeasurementswere work (peak height 81.6 Jfmole-K compared to
done using a capacitance dilatometer described 30 J/mole-K). The peak at 4.22 K appears to
elsewhere. 5 be correlated with the anomalies seen in the

thernial expansion and the electrical resistivity.
C. Neutron Scattering Measurements An attempt was made to estimate the en-

tropy change for the transition at 6. 9 K. A plot
Neutron scattering measurementswere of C/T vs T was extrapolated to give zero mag-

made on a large polycrystalline sample and on netic contribution at 20 K and the small peak at
a small single crystal having a mass of IS mg. 4. 2 K was eliminated. Graphical integration of
The polycrystallinc material was prepared by the data then gave the result ~S R ln(3. 4 ±0.2).
the reduction of Pr203 by B4C at about 1770 K Additional uncertainties in this result remain
under high vacuum. In all cases, both with becauseof unknown or poorly determined cor-
poLycrystalline and single crystal samples, the rections for lattice vibrations, electronic effects
boron used in the preparations was highly en- and Schottky anomalies. The value found here
riched in the isotope I 111 (98. 5%) in order to for ~S is, however, totally consistent with the
minimize the effect of absorption of thermal expected value for a r5 triplet ground state.
neutrons by the isotope 10i~.

Powder samples were encapsulatec in a thin B. Electrical Resistivity and Thermal
wall aluminum sample holder suitably mounted Expansion
in a helium cryostat. (Our experimental condi-
tions required that measurementsabove 4. 2 K The electrical resistivity at low tempera-
and measurementsbelow 4. 2 K be performed in ture of a PrB6 single crystal is shown in Fig -

different cryostats. ) Diffraction data was oh- ore 2. Apart from the sharp anomaly at approx-
tamed on ZXD, a double axis instrument at imately 6. 95 K, there is a clear, sharp drop in
MURR (Missouri University Research Reactor), the resistivity at approximately 4. 15 K. During
using neutrons of wavelength 1. 293 A with a the measurementfor which the data is shown,
flux on sample of 2 x 106 ncutrons/cm

2/sec. the cooling of the sample was stopped at 4.02 K,
During the accumulation of data the sample was and the sample was allowed to warm to 4. 35 K,
rotated in order to minimize the effects of pro- before continuing cooling below 4 K. There is
ferred orientation, clear hysteresis present, which can be seen in

Guided by the results of the powder data, the figure. Above 4. 30 K, the warming and
diffraction scans were performed on a small cooling data coincide within experimental accu-
single crystal in order to determine uniquely racy.
the wave vectors associatedwith the magnetic The thermal expansiondata shown in Fig-
intensities. The effects of sample absorption. ure 3 very clearly shows two anomalies, peak-
extinction and problems we encountered in on- ing at 6. 95 K and 3. 95 K, respectively.
enting the crystal in a sub 4. 2 K environment,
made it difficult to obtain meaningful relative C. Neutron Diffraction
intensity data for the single crystal; however, it
was possible to make precise measurementsof Neutron scattering measurementsmade in
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Figure 1. Representative data points for the
specific heat C in units of J/rnoLe-K versus
the temperature T in units of degrees K
for Pr13

6

the (110) plane in the reciprocal lattice of the phases. The temperature dependenceof the in-
single crystal of PrB6 gave intensities arising tensity of this peak in the incommensurate phase
from the magnetic ordering at positions of the is shown in Figure 5. This data was obtained by
type (h ±F), k ±5 , 1 ±0.5)where F) ~ 0. 25. monitoring the intensity as the crystal was
Scansthrough these magnetic reflections were warmed from 4. 2 K and then the crystal was re-
made in the triple axis mode, AE 0, and in mounted in a different cryostat and the process
both (1101 and [0011 directions. These scans repeatedon cooling from 4. 2 K. Becausedif-
were made at several low temperatures and ferent cryostats were useda slight renorinaliza-
Figure 4 shows the results. The lower curve, lion of the data was required in order that the
a [1101 direction scan at 1.74 K, shows neutron i~ttensitiesat 4. 2 K should coincide.
intensity clearly peakedat the point (1/4, 1/4, It should be noted that scans made in the
1/2), indicating a commensurateantiferrornag- [0011 direction indicated that magnetic intensities
nctic ordering with the magnetic cell larger occurred only for (i ±0.5) for the third index.
than the chemical celL by factors of four in each Thus, in this (third) direction, the spin ordering
of two directions and by a factor of two in the remained commensurate with the lattice at all
third direction. The upper curve in Figure 4, temperatures and corresponds to a reversing of

taken at 6. 15 K, shows the neutron intensity adjacent spins, which was exactly the case with
peaked at the position (0. 23, 0. 23, 0. 5) indicating the spin arrangement of NdB6. 6
the antiferromagnetic ordering is either incom- Figure 6 shows the results of a powder dif-
mensurate or of a very long period. The middle fraction scan at 78 K and the difference between
curve, at an intermediate temperature 4.21 K, that data and powder data obtained at 1.74 K.

hows the simultaneous coexistence of both Data points were obtained for fixed monitor
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Figure 2. Low temperature electrical resistiv-

ity of single crystal PrD6. Absolute value

obtained from comparison of data with that

of ref. 8.

counts (approximately 2. 5 mm per point) in equal Statistical accuracy for the magnetic data is
angular increments, ~.2O = 0. l~. The nuclear therefore rather poor, particularly so for peaks
cell parameters were obtained from the 78 K like (3/4, 1/4, 3/2) which lie in the wings of a
data and the results of a least squares fit

7 to the nearby nuclear peak. The solid line presented
data are shown in the figure by the solid line, with the magnetic data is the calculated line pro-
This fit gave a lattice parameter of 4. 120 ± file refined on the basis of an antiferromagnetic
0. 001 A and the boron positional parameter u model as representedby Figure 7. In this re-
0. 301 ±0. 001. (Boron atoms are located at finement the nuclear parameters were held at
(1/2 ±u, 1/2, 1/2), (1/2, 1/2 ±u, 1/2) and (1/2, the values obtained from the 78 K fit and only
1/2. 1/2 ±u).) B factors obtained for this fit were magnetic parameters were allowed to vary. Fig-
RTOTAL and RNUC = 1.39 and RPROFILE = ure 7 shows only the Pr ions in a (100) plane.
5. 02. The individual moments in a 2 x 2 square array

The lower portion of Figure 6 is due only to of ions are oriented parallel to each other and
the magnetic scattering from the commensurate in (110) directions. Adjacent (2 x 2) arrays are
phase since it is a direct subtraction of the 78 K oriented antiparallel to the first as shown. The
data from the 1.74 K data. All of the data points next layer of Pr ions is arranged with moments
in the background regions are not plotted in the antiparallel to those in the layer shown. There-
figure; rather a single point representative of a fore the resulting magnetic cell (tetragonal)
1O-point average is shown. The magnetic intensi- contains 32 Pr ions. In the data of Figure 6 all

ties are quite small compared to the nuclear in- peaksare indexed on the basis of the cubic
tensitics-note that the scale of the magnetic inten- chemical cell rather than this expandedmagnetic
sities is expanded by a fact’or of 8 in the figure. cell. Many other models were considered, but
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Figure 3. Low temperature linear thermal ex-
pansion coefficient of single crystal PrB6.

only the model shown in Figure 7 gave reason- According to the strong thermal expansion
able intensities without incorrect vanishings. anomaly and the temperature dependenceof the

In the fitting procedure each of the 32 Pr electrical resistivity it is quite possible that the
positions was treated as a unique position. No lower transition is a quadrupole induced struc-
equivalent position rotation or translation ma- tural ordering. The magnetic ordering at 6. 9 K
trices and no magnetic rotation matrices were splits the I”~ triplet ground state into three

used for this calculation. The results of the fit- singlets. The non-vanishing quadrupolar matrix
ting process gave a magnetic moment of 1.77 ± i 2

element ‘. ~O i between the ground state sing-
°‘

05~B per ion at 1.74 K with R factors of 2
RTOTAL = RMJ~G 34. 2. This relatively large let and another of these singlets and the previ-
R factor for the magnetic scattering is due to ously found strong aspherical Coulomb charge
the low intensity of the magnetic scattering com- scattering of the conduction electrons8 may lead
pared to the nuclear scattering and the large cx- to a quadrupolar ordering. ~ The further split-
perimental uncertainty that therefore resides in ting of the two singlet states involved accounts
the data7 (note the error bars in Figure 6). for the small anomaly in the specific heat. A

The magnetic moment of 1.77 ~B is consid- quadrupolar ordering of this type should lead to
erably less than the saturation moment expected a rhombohedral distortion of the cubic lattice, a
for the free ion, gJ ~ B = ~ 20 ~ B’ Much of feature which could not be established in our ex-
this difference can be ascribed to the quenching periments, but the symmetry of the low temper-
of the orbital contribution to the moment by the ature magnetic phase gives some support for
crystalline electric field. The ground state of this interpretation. Furthermore we should
Pr in PrB

6 is a well separated t’~triplet, as like to mention, that structural ordering is often
shown in ref. 8, and for a pure t~ triplet the only seen in single crystalline samples of a
maximum ordered moment is 2. 0

t~B’ material’0 and the lack of observation of this
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Figure 4. Constant E scans with AE = 0 along
the [1101 direction. The upper curve
(6. 15 K) shows the incommensurate phase

while the lower curve (1.74 K) shows the
commensurate phase. The middle curve
(4. 21 K) shows the coexistence of the two
phases.
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Figure 5. Temperature dependenceof the in-
tensity of the PrB6 (0. 23, 0. 23,0, 5) incom-
mensurate magnetic reflection. The man-
ner in which measurementswere made is
described in the text.
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Figure 7. Low temperature commensuratemag-
netic structure proposed for PrB6. Only
the Pr ions in a (100) plane are shown. The
next layer of Pr ions, which represents the

other half of the magnetic unit cell, is
arranged with moments antiparallel to those

in the layer shown.
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